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I
f a writer says in explicit

terms that he wants his work

destroyed after his death,

should you honour his wishes?

What if that work turns out to be

Franz Kafka’s Metamorphosis?

Or the last known novel written

by Vladimir Nabokov?

When these questions come

up, I think of a story a friend

often told about a visit to the

artist Ramkumar. My friend was

received hospitably in the artist’s

relatively small, humble home.

At some point, the artist noticed

that the roof of his hut was

leaking. He grabbed a finished

canvas that was leaning against

the wall and used it to plug the

leak. When my friend

remonstrated, Ramkumar

seemed bewildered, and said he

had been using his canvases all

monsoon to solve the leaky

thatch problem. 

That’s a classic example of an

artist who is so involved with the

creation of his work that he

really doesn’t care what happens

to the final product — once

Ramkumar had finished a

particular canvas, that painting

was over and done with. For

Franz Kafka, the issue was

different. Kafka made his will

with great care, appointing his

friend Max Brod as the executor.

He charged Brod with burning

his unpublished manuscripts,

and with ensuring that those

already published would not be

reprinted. “Should they

disappear all together, that

would please me best.” Brod

failed to honour Kafka’s wishes,

which is why we still read about

Gregor Samsa. Brod’s defence

was that Kafka secretly didn’t

want his works destroyed, or he

would appoint another, more

ruthless executor: in effect, he

trusted Brod not to burn his

writings.

It is often assumed that a

writer who makes these

contradictory gestures is merely

grandstanding, but that denies

the often tortured relationship

writers have with their own

work. The big debate over this

week has concerned Dmitri

Nabokov and whether he will

indeed honour his father’s

wishes over Laura, Vladimir

Nabokov’s last, incomplete

novel.

In favour of those who

believe that a writer’s wishes,

however frustrating, about his

work should be honoured is the

fragmentary nature of Laura.

Nabokov went

through several

stages of revision:

he was not a “first

draft” man. What

has been passed

down of Laura is

the skeleton of a

novel, drafted on

index cards. Sharing its plot is

about as useful as sharing the

plot of Lolita — “see, it’s about

this guy who falls in love with a

— no, he seduces — no, he’s

seduced by — this nymphet, and

it’s all deeply psychological ...”

Laura is about a wonderfully

large man called Philip Wild,

married to a very promiscuous

woman, and whose meditations

concern the nature of death. 

The novel

was complete

in Nabokov’s

mind, though

he died before

he could

translate his

vision onto

paper. It is

hard to imagine the lay reader

gaining much from a perusal of

those index cards, but it’s just as

hard to imagine scholars,

Nabokov enthusiasts and

literature lovers being

disappointed by even these

fragments. 

Those in favour of heeding

Nabokov’s wishes are not

wilfully destructive. Many

understand that even a great

writer might work through many

drafts before producing good

writing, and would argue the

need to respect the writer’s

opinion of his own work. Many

are wary of the 21st century

trend towards over-preservation,

where writing that would have

been better consigned to the

dustbin has been “preserved” by

the over-zealous, to no end.

But against that, there’s the

argument that writers seldom

can judge their own work. Take

Virgil, who worked on the

Aeneid for 11 years. It was

unfinished when he died, and

believing that he had failed in

his duty, he asked that his drafts

be destroyed. Virgil believed,

quite correctly, that his work was

flawed and unfinished. What he

couldn’t see was that flawed and

unfinished as it was, it was still a

masterpiece; and it is fortunate

for humanity that his dying

wishes were not heeded.

I would hate to be in Dmitri

Nabokov’s place, to have to

weigh the wishes of a father

against the clamour of readers.

But in his place, I would take

refuge in precedent. At one time,

Nabokov wanted Lolita

destroyed, and we would all

argue that his judgement was

questionable. To destroy Laura

would be irrevocable. I hope he

will let his father’s last novel

survive.
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(The author is chief editor,

Westland/ Tranquebar. The views

expressed here are personal.)
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W
hichever way the unilateral dec-

laration of independence by (pre-

dominantly Muslim) Kosovo from

(orthodox Christian) Serbia turns out, the

episode poses an interesting question to

the rest of the world: what has changed in

the last half-century that small states have

suddenly become viable when, for the pre-

vious 300 years, the tendency was towards

ever larger states? To put it differently, is

the 21st century going to see an acceler-

ating trend towards the creation of small-

er states, as people with sub-national iden-

tities no longer feel impelled by econom-

ic factors to belong to a larger whole? And

what sort of model are we going to wit-

ness: federations or entirely new nation

states? If sub-nationals regard either the

US or the Indian models as satisfactory,

we could get a federated system — which

in some senses is what the European Union

too is becoming. On the other hand, if they

regard complete nationhood as more

desirable, then we could get more na-

tion states.

One of the most important motive forces

towards the latter is the virtual disap-

pearance of military expansionism among

the large powers and also of the result-

ant territorial aggrandisement. Another is

misrule or extreme violence by the state

against a sub-national population, forcing

the people to revolt and provoking ex-

ternal intervention by the United Na-

tions or someone else. Small countries

born in such circumstances (East Timor,

for instance) have an external security um-

brella, which makes them immune to at-

tack. Kosovo, as it happens, is protected

by Nato forces and policed by European

Union policemen, without whose presence

Serbia might well squash the newly state’s

independence pretensions. Likewise, East

Timor was born with UN intervention. This

means that sub-national identities can or-

ganise themselves as nation states if they

have strong external backing.

After the industrial revolution, the ten-

dency towards militaristic expansion was

driven largely by the need to achieve scale

economies. Larger captive markets were

essential for this purpose. This lay behind

the creation of large empires. The emer-

gence of newly industrialised countries

and the intensified competition for mar-

kets and raw materials are what led, among

other things, to the First World War. Post-

war reconstruction required domestic cap-

ital to be trapped within national bor-

ders and the need to protect domestic

industry led to high tariff walls. This glob-

al construct endured till the Tokyo round

of international trade talks resulted in the

gradual dismantling of high tariff barriers.

This made smaller countries viable in

the Hecksher-Ohlin sense of comparative

advantage, but in the absence of free glob-

al capital flows and limited domestic

savings, adequate investment was still a

problem. Since the 1980s, however, glob-

al financial integration has meant that the

domestic savings gap is no longer a bind-

ing constraint. Taken together, low tariff

barriers, international capital flows and

enhanced military security of one kind

or another have created conditions con-

ducive to making smaller nation states vi-

able constructs.

That having been said, it remains to be

seen whether Kosovo can remain a viable

state. It has 60 per cent unemployment,

rampant corruption and an average wage

of barely Rs 10,000 per month. East Tim-

or may be more viable because of its oil.

Meanwhile, Abkhazia and South Osse-

tia in Georgia have made known their

intention to declare independence. It goes

without saying that they will succeed

only if there is western intervention.

For India (and many other countries

faced with internal insurgencies, like Spain

and Greece), the inevitable question is what

the trend means. Certainly, in India’s case,

the Kashmir situation is far removed from

the history of Kosovo over the past decade;

the strength of the Indian democratic sys-

tem and of the Indian state (combined per-

haps with the weaknesses of Pakistan) has

helped it contain the problem, while dic-

tatorial and brutal Serbia has failed.

Kashmir not Kosovo

T
he reported move by the government,

to prepare for a virtually across-the-

board waiver of bad or rescheduled

agricultural loans, is imprudent in every

way. Most importantly, it may end up crip-

pling the agricultural credit system, which

is what happened once earlier with the

then deputy prime minister, Devi Lal’s,

loan waiver of 1990. The cooperative cred-

it sector has still not fully recovered from

that blow. Apart from turning cooperative

credit banks sick, it made even the com-

mercial banking sector wary of disburs-

ing crop loans for a long time after that ill-

conceived move.  

The step that is reportedly being planned

now will destroy the discipline of any func-

tioning credit system, and jeopardise

the repayment of other loans even in the

future as those who have been servicing

their loans will wonder what wrong they

have done that their loans are not being

written off. Worse, the scheme may end

up compounding, rather than alleviat-

ing, the woes of defaulters and heavily in-

debted farmers, by making them eligi-

ble for fresh credit despite their being un-

able to earn enough to repay their exist-

ing loans. Finally, the move does not ad-

dress the bigger issue of farmers’ in-

debtedness to moneylenders, who charge

usurious interest rates.

The need for providing relief to farm-

ers in distress cannot be disputed. But if

it is offered in a manner that is tantamount

to killing the goose (i.e. farm credit)

that lays the golden eggs, then it surely is

unwise. Leave alone the farm loan waiv-

er scheme of 1990, even in more recent

times the futility of measures like interest

waiver and loan repayment rescheduling

has been manifest in Vidarbha and oth-

er areas affected by farmers’ suicides. The

relief measures announced, it is obvious,

did not have the desired effect as re-

ports of suicides have continued to pour

in unabated from these belts even after

the implementation of the debt relief pack-

age. This is largely because private mon-

eylenders, who supplement the loans of

even those farmers who are covered un-

der the institutional credit system, have

continued to harass them for the settle-

ment of their dues. What farmers need for

their survival is income, and not so much

debt relief; in other words, the country

needs agricultural renewal and produc-

tivity improvement.

The government’s reported move may

also defy macro-level fiscal prudence.

Considering the huge volume of total non-

performing assets related to agriculture,

the funds needed for such a measure

would be in excess of Rs 32,000 crore.

If the rescheduled farm loans are also tak-

en into the reckoning, this figure might

touch a mind-boggling Rs 90,000 crore.

Doling out such mammoth sums would,

obviously, adversely affect the avail-

ability of funds for other pressing de-

velopmental needs. As it is, the govern-

ment is subventing 2 per cent of inter-

est on crop loans of up to Rs 2 lakh dis-

bursed by the banks at 7 per cent inter-

est, instead of the usual 9 per cent. Tak-

ing all these into consideration, the gov-

ernment needs to rethink its proposal and

consider, instead, a relief package for dis-

tressed farmers without endangering agri-

cultural credit.

Bad idea

F
ood riots in Indonesia, Mexico,

Egypt, the Philippines and Viet-

nam. Price controls and food ra-

tioning in Pakistan and China.

Are we back to the Malthusian trap as

prices of agricultural and food com-

modities from wheat and corn to dairy

products and meat have risen in the last

few years to historically unprecedented

levels? Or is this another malign byprod-

uct of the current Western obsession with

carbon emissions, purported to lead to

planet-destroying global warming (as

discussed in my columns of June and Ju-

ly 2007)? This is the subject of this col-

umn.

Prima facie, there is a Malthusian

case. Demand for cereals has risen by

8% between 2000 and 2006, fuelled by

rising population and incomes in the

Third World, with the normal short-

run inelasticity of agricultural supply

(supply rises by 1-2% when prices rise

by 10%) being worsened by the decade-

long drought in Australia. This in turn is

blamed on global warming caused by

carbon emissions, seemingly strength-

ening the “carbon warriors” cause. These

demand and supply factors have led to

a doubling of cereal prices between 2000

and 2008. As food staples form a ma-

jor part of the consumption bundle of

the world’s poor, net buyers of food in

the Third World have been hit hard. The

Malthusian scepter laid to rest with

the Green Revolution has reappeared.

But has it? Examining the compo-

nents of the growth in consumption of

cereals in recent years, the Interna-

tional Food Policy Research Institute (IF-

PRI) finds: “While cereal use for food

and feed increased by 4 and 7 per cent

since 2000, respectively, the use of ce-

reals for industrial purposes — such

as biofuel production — increased by

more than 25 per cent. In the US alone,

the use of corn for ethanol production

increased by 2.5 times between 2000 and

2006” (J von Braun: The World Food Sit-

uation, IFPRI, Dec. 2007). So, it is not the

Third World’s burgeoning and increas-

ingly prosperous population that has

caused this recent spike in food prices,

but it is a byproduct of the West’s ob-

session to reduce carbon emissions from

using fossil fuels. 

The EU has mandated biofuels to be

10% of transport fuel by 2020, and the

US seeks a doubling of corn-based

ethanol use in 2008 and a five-fold in-

crease by 2022 (Free Trade Bulletin No.

31, Cato Institute). This has now set in

motion a worldwide scramble for land

use between food and fuel. This is dou-

bly ironic for the world’s poor. For, as

this column has repeatedly emphasised,

the West’s ascent from poverty was based

on the Promethean intensive growth

that the Industrial Revolution generat-

ed, by allowing an unbounded source

of energy in the form of fossil fuels to

replace the previous sources of energy-

based on the products of land — an

indubitably limited resource. So having

raised the stock of the world’s carbon

emissions during their own industrial-

isation, the West is on the one hand call-

ing ‘time out’ for the Third World to

do the same in the name of saving the

planet, whilst at the same time, to keep

their SUVs on the road, Western citizens

want to use a larger proportion of the

world’s limited amount of land to pro-

duce ethanol rather than food for the

world’s hungry masses.

In the early 1980s a Brazilian student

of mine did a detailed social cost-ben-

efit study of the pioneering ethanol pro-

gram in Brazil, and found it was so-

cially unprofitable, even at the rela-

tively high oil price prevailing in the ear-

ly 1980s. Not surprisingly the current

moves to shift transport fuel towards

ethanol in the US and the EU entail huge

public subsidies. It is estimated that

US subsidies to biofuel will be 42-55%

of ethanol’s cost of production. 

These massive subsidies are being

justified on environmental and geo-

political grounds. As ethanol production

itself requires more fossil fuels, there

is an ongoing and inconclusive debate

about the net effect of biofuel use on

greenhouse emissions (J Taylor and P

van Doren: “The Ethanol Boondog-

gle”, Milken Institute Review, 2007). But

they are a costly means to reduce car-

bon. The International Energy Agency

estimates it would cost at least $250 to

remove a ton of carbon from the at-

mosphere. Moreover, if the alternative

solar-based theory of climate change

comes to disprove the currently fash-

ionable carbon-based theory, commit-

ting Western economies to these costs

would be moot. Certainly India and Chi-

na should have nothing to do with this

ethanol bandwagon.

The geo-political argument — that

ethanol is needed by the US and EU for

energy independence from the politi-

cally odious regimes, which currently

are their major suppliers of energy —

is also questionable. First, the only way

these regimes could affect the West’s

energy security is by raising the price

of oil by restricting its supply. For, as

pointed out in a previous column, oil is

now a globally traded commodity like

wheat, and a threat by Hugo Chavez to

stop the supply of Venezuelan oil to the

US is meaningless. For, like wheat, it is

buyers, not sellers, of oil on the NYMEX

who determine its ultimate destination.

Secondly, as the US department of

energy has estimated, the maximum

amount of ethanol the US could pro-

duce by 2030 would meet only 6% of its

transport fuel demand, with at best a

marginal effect on world demand and

thence the price of oil. Third, the fear

that oil provides money for Islamist ter-

rorism is questionable. As Taylor and

Doren rightly emphasise, “terrorism is

a relatively low-cost endeavor and oil

revenues appear to be unnecessary to

pay for it.” If anything, it is the ill-con-

ceived global “war on drugs”, not oil,

which has provided the means to fund

the Taliban, and the narco-terrorists in

the Andes.  

The IFPRI has estimated that, ce-

teris paribus, the planned biofuel ex-

pansion in the West will lead to a large

increase in world prices of foodgrains

and a general decrease in calorie con-

sumption in the Third World. Sub-

Saharan Africa will be hit the worst,

with a projected fall of 8% in calorie

availability by 2020. Given this assault

on the world’s poor, India has chosen

the right path: First, by lowering tariffs

on imports of foodgrains and thereby

the price to net buyers of food; second,

by expanding the area sown under GM

crops, which will raise domestic pro-

duction. But, for the Western “good and

the great”, their academic acolytes and

the pop stars grandstanding to save

Africa and to end poverty, this latest

Western assault on the world’s poor by

their promotion of biofuels to replace

food on the limited land in the world,

can only evince contempt. 

I
n the last two months, shops and es-

tablishments near my office in cen-

tral Mumbai have been shut down

some six times. This is how it hap-

pens. One moment the road is buzzing

with activity. The next, it’s deserted, the

scores of makeshift food stalls and hawk-

ers have vanished. The shutters are down.

Only a few onlookers remain, gazing in-

tently at the cars passing by.

The first trigger was the apparent

suicide or murder of a Buddhist monk

in distant north Mumbai. The second

one was to do with a bus going off a cliff

between Mumbai and Nasik.  The third,

fourth, fifth and possibly sixth occasion

could be credited to the politician Mr

Raj Thackeray. The first day, the news

that he was contemplating sending

out the boys was enough to send every-

one scurrying home. The second time,

the boys did actually emerge from the

shadows to wreak havoc.

The next occasion was the possi-

bility, just the possibility, of Mr Thack-

eray being carted off to gaol. The last

time was a day or two later amidst an

amazing arrest-to-bail farce that the

whole country watched. Maybe there

were other occasions when shops and

establishments were summarily shut

down but I wouldn’t know since I don’t

usually spend all my time on the streets.

I wondered what indeed the con-

nection was between the untimely death

of a monk in another part of the city, a

bus falling into a ravine and my part

of the world going about its business?

I couldn’t establish the monk connec-

tion but did find out that some of the de-

ceased in the bus lived in a building near-

by.

Predictably, none of the shutdowns

was voluntary. On one occasion, turn-

ing off the main road into my street, I

saw a bunch of energised young men

going from shop to shop “requesting”

the owners to close down. My own of-

fice complex too had shut its gates

and the guards seemed hesitant to open

them. How and why these men felt that

establishments were obligated to shut

shop for the above reasons is still a mys-

tery to me.

Two fairly large Toyota and Honda

car dealerships sit on the road that I

refer to. I have noticed that they are typ-

ically the first to put up their shutters.

Cars are usually a juicy target for any

mob, as they must well know. I am not

sure if six one-fourth to half working

days at a Mumbai dealership would give

Shoichiro Toyoda and Takeo Fukui (Hon-

da chief) sleepless nights.

It does not give me sleepless nights,

either. But the prospect of this hap-

pening on little or no provocation or be-

ing triggered by events which could well

be on another planet do worry me.

The industrial town of Nasik has not

been so lucky as my street. Estimates

put losses at Rs 400 crore and over 1,500

large and small firms have been hit. Al-

most a tenth of the small firms have been

hit, going by reports. Labourers have

been forcibly evicted from their work-

places and perhaps homes. Some 6,000

north Indian labourers left the city, pos-

sibly to return later. All in a skill-starved

economy.

Some businessmen I spoke to (who

have manufacturing units around Ma-

harashtra state) told me they can man-

age corruption, bad infrastructure, pol-

lution and globalisation but they can’t

manage fear. I can understand. On all

the days the Thackeray drama raged,

fear was writ on the faces of every Mum-

bai citizen.

“Will there be violence in my area

too? Are taxis running? Will they stop

the trains? How will I reach home? How

will my family members return home?

Should we close the office early so

that everyone can go home?” Actually,

send the watchman and driver home

early. Because they are north Indian.”

I wouldn’t wish this on any capital, leave

alone the country’s financial capital.

Two weeks ago, a day Mumbai city

was guessing what Mr Thackeray’s next

move was, I was driving around Kuala

Lumpur. As a fervent believer in grass-

roots journalism that owes its source to

local taxi-drivers, I got talking to Bala

Muhammad, the driver of my London

cab look-alike taxi.

I asked Bala what he thought of equal

opportunities as an Indian in Malaysia.

Actually, my cue came from that morn-

ing’s headlines in The Star. Following

violence and protests from the ethnic

Indian community, Prime Minister Ab-

dullah Ahmad Badawi announced a

charter of promises to improve prospects

for Indians. Bala, it turned out, had

worked as a clerk in Standard Char-

tered Bank, then as a tourist guide

before driving taxis. He converted to Is-

lam just eight years ago in the face of

family opposition. He said Indians had

got a raw deal in Malaysia particular-

ly when it came to good jobs, more so

in government. His job and faith shifts

appeared to have been driven by the

discrimination.

He was happy that Indian Prime Min-

ister Manmohan Singh had stepped

in, last month, to express concern about

the fate of Indians in Malaysia. “This

is not the first time. Indira Gandhi did

the same in 1969,” he said. Presumably,

he was referring to the deadly Sino-

Malay ethnic riots, which left hundreds

killed.

How did he feel about India taking

an active interest in his welfare, I asked.

“Oh, it feels good, I feel India is al-

ways there to support and give us se-

curity when we need it.”

I am not sure I feel the same.
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